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About This Game

PUZZLE: BIRDS - a logical game in which your task is to collect puzzles and get a picture of different birds.

You need to collect from the small pictures one big and after you may to going at the new leavl

Features:

 Simple controls (mouse)

 Relaxing soundtrack.

 Beautiful pictures of birds.

 Gameplay for children and adults.
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Credits:

 Programming: Artur Bikmullin (AFBIK Studio)

 Music and effects: zapsplat

 Pictures: Internet
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Title: PUZZLE: BIRDS
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
AFBIK Studio
Publisher:
AFBIK Studio
Release Date: 10 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7,8,10

Processor: 2.0 GHz CPU Dual Core

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 512 MB

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: Any

Additional Notes: Use headphones for better experience!

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Hungarian,Vietnamese,Greek,Danish,Traditional Chinese,Simplified
Chinese,Korean,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Thai,Turkish,Ukrainian
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Really fun and addictive as hell...
grate game!!! i really enjoy it!!!. The first version in the series with some major changes and new features. New questions, new
modes (like three way bonus), new jokes, and they even freshened up the paint on this one.. I love this locomotive alot! It looks
great and it's got good engine sounds. I don't exactly like the horn but it's a good one. It's got all the usual fetures DTM
has(opening doors and windows, etc). Lots of great rollingstock is included: 89ft TOFC cars, airslide hoppers, 70 ton coal gons,
boxcars and grain hoppers along with a cabless GP30 B unit. I recomend this add-on!. this was worth the money i had a fantastic
time playing a smooth experience.. boring game - unable to change taxiways - cannot save the game. This is hard!... but you can
set it to easy :) It's still exhaustive though. They ain't shizzlin' about warming up, you're gonna need it. Ps. Also dang fun, and
funny. Great piano music in the Saloon Social room, but remember, once you stop the music, you can't restart it. A great way to
teach kids some music appreciation :). Terrible controls, messy visuals, supremely unoptimized UI.
There definitely are not 100 robots to choose from.
Do not buy this.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Ez-rReLDbe4
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This game was much more than I expected! great gameplay, a tongue-in-cheekyness attitude and a polished finish that you don't
see much in indie games. Above all, it is Fun and addictive and on the plus side, It seems that the people behind it reallyt had a
great time.

Gotta make a special note on the music, it is freaking good.

Back to the game! I might update this once I beat the game and challenges.... This is what Russians play now since Putin got
banned on Minecraft.. I remember looking at Mutant Storm when it first came out and being absolutely blown away by how it
looked, how things moved in it. It was a genuine and very real inspiration for me thinking "one day, I want to do something like
that" and well, I do now.

It wasn't just the game, it was that there was this really small team making arcade games at a point where it's generally accepted
that the arcade is dead. Well, that's fairly good right?

And sure, looks wise even despite a couple of makeovers it looks sort of less inspirational now than it did in the early 2000's and
we're in a post Geometry Wars world where everything subscribes to a similar sort of neon-particle explosion sort of thing and I
like that, I really really like that but Mutant Storm looks like Mutant Storm and nothing else. It's clearly got Minter-spirations
but it's very very "looks like a Pompom game" and that's the kind of thing we can all aspire to. Not necessarily looking like
Pompom but making a game that's ours and unmistakably ours too.

The gameplay seems, now, rather tame considering. It's not easy but there's a rigidity to the waves and patterns that compared to
a lot of what we see now is very much more considered. And that's fine, absolutely fine because it still remains a very good little
game of shooting things. And what's a game like this if not about shooting things, right? Right.

So yeah, Mutant Storm. A classic and an inspiration to me. Still, after all these years. An essential, no doubt.. please don't buy
this game

it doesn't seem to have an end and the minigames have no instructions and the music doesn't loop right and uGH. Expected
nothing from this game but the Demo was great fun, played it a few times and bought the full version on sale. The presentation
seems pretty cheap so you want to get into the gameplay as fast as possible because that's where Operation Warcade VR shines.

You are in a arcade cabinet, Uzi in one hand - grenades in the other. The game scrolls from left to right and starts throwing
enemies, power ups and explosions at you.
Foot soldiers, snipers, tanks, boats, helicopters, jets,... you name it. But those things are also available to you. Now and then you
get the chance to "jump" into the game and play it as a FPS. Snipe the bad guys with your bow (Explosive bolts included), drive
a armored vehicle - wheel in one hand and your trusty Uzi in the other, rain down hell from a helicopter with a minigun,.... the
list goes on. Did I mention you can operate a fighter jet as well?

In every level you are tasked with three objectives you can do them one by one or get all of them in one run. Each cleared
objective gives you a star which unlocks new abilities and new locations\/levels. There is also a Highscore mode in which you
have to survive with only a limited amount of lives. Not the main event but fun nonetheless.

Oh and they reused a Call of Duty 2 gunsound in this game. I have no idea why.

Yeah, it's a good game. Well worth the price tag and a no-brainer on sale.
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